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PROLOGUE

In the late 1990s, I was invited to speak on a panel about the difficulties encountered by women in the legal academy. In this connection, I wrote a paper about microaggressions in which I used some of my own experiences as the basis for analysis. The frequent response to my examples was, “That can’t be true!” or “Why are you so sensitive?” Of course, neither of these reactions came from other women or men of color. But the response was telling. What seemed burdensome to me was invisible or seemingly harmless to the group of white men that dominated most law schools. In this context, the publication of Presumed Incompetent is an important milestone. First, it demonstrates that little has changed in the academic landscape. Second, it describes the especially vulnerable position still occupied by women of color. Third, by bundling these stories, the book makes skeptical responses less viable—we are telling the truth and we are not exceptionally sensitive.

Of course, the past few decades have brought some progress. Although the book makes it clear that the academic landscape is still littered with landmines for women of color, it is also true that the pool of tenured
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1 Presumed Incompetent: The Intersections of Race and Class for Women in Academia (Gabriella Gutiérrez y Muhs, Yolanda Flores Niemann, Carmen G. González & Angela P. Harris eds., 2012) [hereinafter Presumed Incompetent].
faculties has become less overwhelmingly white and male. This creates important opportunities for discussion and change. White women, in particular, can play a constructive role but only if we recognize that our hard won places in the establishment create the risk of blindness. Unless we remain alert, a microaggressive climate may become as invisible to us as it has been to our male colleagues.

A good place to begin is with a thorough understanding of the microaggressions themselves. Microaggressions are not merely insensitive remarks. If that is all they were, it would be bad enough; but, they also operate in predictable ways to insure that the interests of insiders are protected from newcomers. Thus, they have the overall effect of maintaining current patterns of exclusion. This is why the discussion that has been started by Presumed Incompetent is so important. Reliving these painful experiences is more than just catharsis. It is an opportunity to strategize—to think about the ways in which these obstacles impede our progress. It is in that spirit that I offer the following paper.

I. THINKING ABOUT MICROAGGRESSIONS

I first heard the word “microaggression” at the 1987 Critical Legal Studies (CLS) Conference where the topic was CLS and Problems of Race. The evening before the program began, Richard Delgado circulated a letter...
saying that one of the things that made it difficult for minorities to participate in CLS was the repeated use of microaggressions. In the letter, he gave a number of examples, one of which stands out in my mind. It was a quote from an article authored by a prominent member of the CLS community. It said the following: (Law) teachers are overwhelmingly white, male, and middle class; and most (by no means all) black and women law teachers give the impression of thorough assimilation to that style, or of insecurity and unhappiness.5

Richard suggested that we discuss this and the other examples in small groups before the formal opening of the conference. The discussions that followed were extremely illuminating. Most of the women and minorities in the small groups immediately perceived why these words could be called “microaggressions,” although few of us had a clear idea about what the term meant. On the other hand, almost all of the white men6 in the group were dumbfounded. They noted that this comment appeared in the context of an argument for racial and gender parity and that it would be perverse indeed to interpret the statement as racist or sexist.7 Obviously, the statement was not the kind of hate speech that is frequently associated with these terms. Nevertheless, it entailed a number of negative consequences for women and minorities, and these became apparent as the discussion progressed.

In trying to explain why the statement was offensive, we asked the white men, “How would you feel if one of your colleagues publicly described you as insecure and unhappy?” They replied with the following: It’s not personal. Don’t take it personally.

6 In general, I dislike using the term “white men,” but there is not a more accurate way to describe those who defended the remark. As discussed below, microaggressions have a way of polarizing the community along racial and gender lines.
7 As we shall see below, the words “racist” and “sexist” add to the confusion about microaggressions.
A. It’s not personal. Don’t take it personally

But, it is not hard to see why those of us who were women and minorities would take it personally. At that time, the phrase “black and women law teachers” denoted a small group of individuals who were, because of their race or their gender, highly visible to the intended audience. Thus, while those on the privileged side of race and gender distinctions understood the phrase “black and women law teachers” as an abstraction, the rest of us took it personally as identifying a group of individuals of which we were a part of. To us, such an “abstraction” not only referred to us directly, but it also singled out race and gender—the two characteristics that had made our participation in the community most problematic.

Nor did the particular attributes ascribed to us—“insecure” and “unhappy”—have a sympathetic tone. Calling someone insecure and unhappy attributes a subjective state to that person, while at the same time remaining non-committal as to whether the subjective state is the result of external circumstances. In addition, publicly identifying someone as “insecure and unhappy” is particularly harmful in a community, such as law teaching, where everyone understands that self-assurance and positive energy are crucial to success.

The white males in the group made another response that also deserves attention. This was the question: Are you really saying that no one can comment on the sorry state of women and minorities in law teaching without offending you personally? To which the answer seems obvious enough, although perhaps not in the heat of the moment. There are many ways to express the thought that the law school environment is disempowering to women and minorities without calling us unhappy and insecure. The point that needs to be made is not one about women and minorities, but about the environment that oppresses us. This is easily done without saying anything personal about us individually or as a group. For example, this is a hostile environment for women and minorities; women and minorities report that they experience this community as being hostile
to them; we don’t really create room in this community for women and minorities to talk about the ways in which their experience might be different from our own.

Indeed, if the author had been pressed to describe the problems encountered by women and minorities as problems with the community itself, it might have prompted him to inquire further what it is about the community that makes it so unwelcoming.

The final response also deserves discussion. Some, who thought that even if the remark was “theoretically” objectionable, wondered, does it really make any difference?

B. Does it Really Make any Difference?

This question was asked despite the fact that several people stated their feelings had been hurt by this characterization. Interestingly, in the discussion these statements were almost entirely overlooked or treated as irrelevant. In fact, several discussants noted that no harm had been intended in order to show that no harm had resulted. This was not, they argued, hate speech; and indeed, it was not.

Totally overlooked in this approach, however, was the assaultive nature of the comments themselves. Suppose, for example, in the course of a discussion, I illustrate my point by sweeping my hand within inches of your face. You recoil, you lose concentration, and perhaps you have a sense of physical violation. Nevertheless, no harm is intended, the conduct is not particularly violent, and no physical contact is made. But even so, the gesture itself invades your space and places you at a disadvantage. It is similar with microaggressions. A microaggression may surprise you, stun
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8 Someone who says this must be careful to consider whether women and minorities actually do report this, or whether he is simply putting words in their mouths for his own purposes. Often times a microaggression consists of an attempt by well-meaning individuals to speak on behalf of women and minorities when these groups are in fact present and able to speak for themselves.
you, enrage you, or even hurt your feelings. Even trivial microaggressions can put you off balance and distract you from the task at hand.

The fact that microaggressions place the subject at a disadvantage is especially harmful because the aggression itself is often invisible to those who witness it. As the CLS discussion showed, a microaggression may pass entirely unnoticed by those in the dominant community. Even those who notice it may say that the recipient should let it go because it was unintended; because it was harmless; or because confronting the issue “plays the race card”—a move viewed by many in the dominant community with such dread that discussions of racial issues are limited to abstract consideration of other people’s practices. Indeed, in ordinary circumstances, one is well advised to ignore microaggressions and let them pass. Because of this, there is little opportunity to think clearly about the meaning of microaggressions and to consider their impact not only upon women and minorities, but also upon the communities in which we live.

My aim in this essay is to begin a different kind of conversation about microaggressions. Much of what has been written about microaggressions has been addressed to one of two audiences. Those in the first audience—the audience for feminist scholarship and critical race theory—have themselves experienced microaggressions and are eager to share their analysis with one another. The second—largely consisting of those who by virtue of a privileged status rarely experience microaggressions—see the problem of political correctness. The latter ask to what extent individuals should be required to moderate their speech on account of the sensitivities of other members of the community. This division is understandable given the polarization that I discuss later in the essay. But I believe we can do better. I believe that there are many people who are on the privileged side of microaggressions who would like to learn more. I also believe that people who are not on the privileged side would gain something by hearing from the other side.
For these reasons, I am addressing my paper to both audiences, recognizing the possibility that what I am saying will prove irritating to both. Those on the non-privileged side may find my approach insensitive to their injuries, while those who are on the privileged side may feel that I am making a big deal out of nothing.9 Because it is so easy to seem wrong to both sides, it is difficult to talk about microaggressions in “mixed” company. Nevertheless, I think it is extremely important we do so. The problem of microaggressions is important because most of us still work in semi-integrated (or inadequately integrated) communities. Microaggressions make these communities more stressful than they need be. All of us—not just women and minorities, but all of us—would live better and work more productively if we could learn to avoid them. In the remainder of this essay, I will discuss three questions: 1) What are microaggressions? 2) What kinds of harm do they cause? 3) Can we learn to avoid them?

It is my hope that an open and frank discussion of these questions will motivate each of us to think about the role microaggressions play in our respective communities and to consider how the harms they cause might be mitigated.

II. WHAT ARE MICROAGGRESSIONS?

Since the conference in 1987, critical race theorists and feminist legal scholars have used the concept of microaggressions to describe the social and verbal cues that make them feel unwelcome in traditionally white society. They understand microaggressions as comments or actions that single out an individual as being different from other members of the group by relating that individual to certain negatively valued racial or gender

9 The people who have read or heard about this essay have fallen into two camps. Those who have been frequent targets of microaggressions have felt that my condemnation of them should be more forceful, and those who have not been targets, wonder whether I have not overstated their importance. As I discuss below, part of the harm caused by microaggressions is this kind of polarization.
stereotypes. One set of authors puts it this way: “Microaggressions are subtle verbal and non-verbal insults directed toward non-Whites, often done automatically and unconsciously. They are layered insults based on one’s race, gender, class, sexuality, language, immigration status, phenotype, accent, or surname.” And they give the following examples—“being ignored for service, assumed to be guilty of anything negative, treated as inferior, stared at due to being of color, or singled out in a negative way because of being different.”

Most authors recognize that microaggressions can cause substantial injury. For example, Professor Tayyab Mahmud considers them “affronts to human dignity and self-respect . . . [they are] behaviors that impact not only the social existence of the victims, but also potentially leave scars on their psyche.”

It is wrong to think of microaggressions as “subtle” forms of racism or sexism. There was, after all, nothing subtle about the racism and sexism reported in the Bell-Delgado survey. Here is an example: A respondent, the only black woman teaching at a major southern university, reported that many of the law students had never seen a black woman “out of uniform”—outside of domestic service. She said that although she dresses impeccably, visitors to the law school often mistake her for a maid and call spills and messes to her attention.

Such microaggressions are a common ingredient of professional life both for women and for people of color. Their pervasiveness has been well documented.
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10 Solorzano et al., Keeping Race in Place: Racial Microaggressions and Campus Racial Climate at the University of California, Berkeley, 23 CHICANO-LATINO L. REV. 15, 17 (2002).
11 Id.
13 Richard Delgado, Minority Law Professors’ Lives: The Bell/Delgado Survey 24 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 349, 360 (1989). Unfortunately, this seems to be a common theme. See, e.g., Anita Allen, On Being a Role Model, 6 BERKELEY WOMEN’S L. J. 22, 31 (1990) (“Once, an eminent white scholar with whom I was dining suddenly took my chin into his hand to inspect my face. He told me, approvingly, that I resembled his family’s former maid”).
documented in literature, and their effects on women and people of color have been widely discussed.\(^{14}\) The undeniable effect of microaggressions has been to form a barrier against inclusion that has persisted long after more formal barriers have disappeared. Microaggressions impede integration. Therefore, the concept of microaggressions deserves further analysis.

A. The “Micro” Aspect of Microaggressions

The “micro” in “microaggression” suggests that microaggressions inflict only minor pains and bruises; in some cases, this is true. For example, I hear the following types of comments, and their effect on me is quite minimal:

“We shouldn’t lower the standards by recruiting women and minorities.”

“She reminds me of my mother in law.” — A comment made by a colleague as an explanation for his negative vote on a female candidate.

“Is there any way a white male can get into teaching?” — A comment made by a student who attended a school where 92 percent of the faculty was white and male.

To me, these comments betray ignorance and confusion; they are irritating but do not constitute a particular threat to my sense of well-being. There are other comments, however, that cause real pain. Here is a description reported by an African-American male who was contemplating applying for tenure:

When I entered my colleague’s office, I was already deeply in pain. It was a very rough beginning. I was battle weary, bone tired. And when he began to talk, I sank into my pain which embraced me with rough, razor sharp arms. As he talked, I sensed that invisible cuts would hasten my death. I wondered if he saw my pain. He did not. As he continued to talk, I felt small and unsure.15

15 Reginald Leamon Robinson, Teaching from the Margins: Race as a Pedagogical Subtext, 19 W. NEW ENG. L. REV. 151, 175–76 (1997). The microaggressions in this case were part of an extended discussion of Prof. Robinson’s teaching and scholarship. When I have described this incident to people who are not of color, they have suggested that this might simply have been “honest feedback.” Without knowing anything about the merits of the case, I am confident that telling someone that they are “distinctly sub-par,” as the white colleague did in this case, is a particularly blunt assessment that would not normally be conveyed in a conversation between two people of the same race. Honest feedback is important, but under “normal” circumstances, most of us recognize the value of tact.
Obviously, there is nothing “micro” about these feelings. It is not an extreme case. It represents a set of feelings that are familiar to me and to many others who have experienced microaggressive conduct.

The term “microaggression” is somewhat misleading when looked at from the victim’s perspective. A microaggression is only “micro” when it is compared to acts of outright sexism or racism. If someone calls me a c*nt or calls my black friend a n*gg*r, that is hate speech, and everyone will recognize it as such and agree that it is unacceptable in civil society. A microaggression is not “micro” in the sense that it is less disturbing and less hurtful than this kind of hate speech. It is only “micro” in the sense that privileged members of the community will regard it as trivial, if they notice it at all. This makes such a remark truly dangerous. If I were shot in the arm, no one would be surprised if I grabbed the wound, screamed in pain, and fell to the ground. But if the bullet were invisible, these same responses would seem overwrought and hysterical. Thus, a microaggression does not just bring injury, but also brings the practical need to pretend that the aggression never happened. If one is left angry, speechless, or hurt, one must hide that fact as best one can. Better to be seen as stumbling and inarticulate than to be seen as sensitive in irrational ways.

B. The “Aggressive” Aspect of Microaggressions

It is also important to be clear about the aggressive impact of microaggressions. We can see this more clearly by comparing a microaggression to an assault. Like an assault, a microaggression produces fear, stress, and emotional harm. In addition, it may have material consequences; it may intimidate the victim and deter her from pursuing her own interests. When made in public, a microaggression may also embarrass the victim, undermine her credibility, or expose her vulnerability.

16 See infra section II(B).
There are, however, important differences between a microaggression and an assault. First, the tort of assault requires intent, but most microaggressors have no conscious intent to harm the victim; nor, in most cases, do they even realize that such harm can occur. Indeed, as the CLS example indicates, those who share a racial or gender identity with the perpetrator may not perceive the harm even after it is explained to them. This is not surprising. Race and gender often act in unconscious ways to alter social relationships, and it is also true that being on the privileged side of a microaggression is—like most privileges—least visible to the holder of the privilege.

Second, microaggressions often consist only of words, and it is black letter law that mere words do not constitute an assault. But, even though most microaggressions are entirely verbal, they do not represent mere personal disputes. Instead, they reflect a history of racial and gender practices that have resulted in a wide-ranging pattern of oppression and discrimination. Thus, microaggressions are, in some ways, even more serious and consequential than an individual assault.

Third, an assault is only actionable if it creates a fear of physical harm. Microaggressions do cause fear, but rarely a fear of physical harm. Furthermore, from the victim’s perspective, the fear is reasonable. In
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17 In tort law, one can meet the intent requirement for intentional torts by showing the act was intended and that it was substantially certain the harm would result from the act. Garratt v. Daily, 279 P.2d 1091, 1093–95 (1955), appealed after remand 304 P.2d 681 (1956). From the point of view of the target, intent is present since it seems substantially certain that harm will result; however, as the CLS discussion indicates, the likelihood of harm is not apparent to those who share the race and/or gender of the aggressor. Citation needed.

18 Charles R. Lawrence III, The Id, the Ego and Equal Protection: Reckoning with Unconscious Racism, supra note 14.


20 Restatement (Second) of Torts § 31 (1965).

21 Id. at § 21 (contact required).
assessing the issue of reasonableness, the tort law has recognized that circumstances are extremely important. In the context of microaggressions, circumstances look different to the victim than they do to a member of the dominant majority. The resulting effect is a divide between men and women (and in the case of a racial microaggression, between white people and people of color) in their ability to discern microaggressive conduct and judge its severity. Thus, the question arises: Whose reality should be considered in determining whether a microaggression has occurred? As a matter of practical fact, in most groups, it will be the holders of race and gender privilege who establish group norms, and this means that their view will come to dominate. As a result, those who complain about microaggressions will be seen as too sensitive, and victims will be further isolated as people “watch what they say” around them—not out of respect or consideration, but simply to avoid the irrational outbursts of someone who they believe will never be satisfied.

III. WHAT KINDS OF HARM DO MICROAGGRESSIONS CAUSE?

Microaggressions cause harm on many different levels. On the surface, they seem to be no more than a faux pas or a small moment of disrespect. This way of looking at it, however, overlooks the extent to which microaggressions resonate with past experience and contribute to an ongoing sense of being fatally out of place. Indeed, a steady onslaught of microaggressions can create a psychological war zone in which the target feels hyper-alert, endlessly at risk, and overcome with negative self-imagery.22 Furthermore, as Allen and Solarzano point out, microaggressions act on several levels simultaneously: “Any one stereotype or

22 See, e.g., R.A. Lenhardt, Understanding the Mark: Race, Stigma, and Equality in Context, 79 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 803, 839 (2004). “[Microaggressions] make it impossible to forget, even momentarily, about one’s compromised social position. And, like racial disparities and discriminatory conduct, microaggressions have the effect—even when they are committed unconsciously—of further amplifying the negative messages conveyed not just about individuals, but about entire groups of racial minorities.” Id.
microaggression may contain various layers of discrimination. The stress related to deciphering these layers and responding or not responding to each microaggression falls on the student of color.”\textsuperscript{23} And, as the authors note, this layering effect leads to serious consequences: “In and of itself a microaggression may seem harmless, but the cumulative burden of a lifetime of microaggressions can theoretically contribute to diminished mortality, augmented morbidity, and flattened confidence.”\textsuperscript{24} Indeed, the better one understands microaggressions; the more clearly one sees that Patricia Williams’ famous phrase—Spirit Murder\textsuperscript{25}—is not a metaphor but a particularly apt description of the harm that microaggressions cause.

To illustrate the harmful effects of microaggressions, I have chosen an example from my own experience. I have intentionally selected an example that is fairly mundane—one that passed unremarked at a routine lunch in the presence of two men who are generally kind and decent people. While at lunch, Prof. X asked, “Why doesn’t anyone discuss the sexual harassment of men?” In the ensuing discussion, Prof. X emphasized two things: first, that it was exactly the same thing if a female student made unwanted advances to him as it would be if he made unwanted advances to the student; and second, that, in his experience, it was more common that the woman student was the predator. I bit my lip. I knew better than to express my opinion, but after 15 minutes, I could stand it no longer. I asked, “Why is it so important to you to show that men and women go through exactly


\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} (quoting Chester Pierce).

\textsuperscript{25} See Patricia Williams, \textit{Spirit-Murdering the Messenger: The Discourse of Fingering as the Law’s Response to Racism}, 42 \textit{U. Miami L. Rev.} 127, 129 (1987) (equating racism with spirit murder as a hostile act that is “as devastating, as costly, and as psychically obliterating as robbery or assault”).

\textbf{PRESUMED INCOMPETENT}
the same thing?” His reply stunned me: “I would hate it,” he said, “if I had to wipe out half the human race.”

In retrospect, I am not exactly sure what Prof. X meant. Certainly, the remark suggested that he was not willing to tolerate the presence of people who were substantially different from himself. In any case, my lunch-mates laughed. They probably did not agree with Prof. X. Unlike him, they found some measure of difference between human beings not just tolerable, but agreeable. In their view, Prof. X was sometimes ridiculous—just a little bit over the top—but they liked this about Prof. X, who was brilliant in so many other ways.

At the time, this “casual” comment took my breath away. I was literally frightened. For hours, I was preoccupied with the remark. I had to sort out what was actually said, what had been intended, and how other listeners would have heard the comment. I had to deal with my anger, and with the nagging suspicion that there was something that I could and should have said at the time. Perhaps on another day I would not have found his remark so threatening, but on this day I really did. I heard a tone of menace—what I understood from his remark was that it would be dangerous to express difference. If I was “just like him,” I could live peacefully within the community. If not, I would be “wiped out.”

I know, as I recount this, that some readers will think that my response bordered on paranoia. To the contrary, however, it was a natural response of someone who felt herself to be vulnerable. Imagine that you are the only untenured woman at a school where the tenured faculty has a ratio of 35:1.

---

26 It is not clear what this remark was supposed to mean. I think he meant that if we all did not share the same experiences, then there was no use in our trying to communicate. In any case, I heard this, but I also heard a much more alarming and threatening interpretation of what he said.

27 If this was paranoia, then it was a paranoia shared by the men who had been hired with me. They also would agonize over ambiguous remarks and would worry that the tenure process would be unfairly skewed by the idiosyncrasies of individual members of the tenured faculty.
men to 2 women. Imagine also that you received numerous comments every single working day that made some point—often a negative one—about your gender. Consider that, in light of such comments, you feel yourself sticking out like a sore thumb in every faculty meeting and discussion. And consider also that Prof. X was well known within the community for his sexual predation and his hostility to women. Under these circumstances, the seeming metaphor felt real—I would be “wiped out” if I expressed difference.

This example of a microaggression illustrates a number of ways in which such statements cause harm to women, and to people of color. They are upsetting in the immediate context, but they also have consequences that stretch far beyond the immediate circumstances. In the remainder of this section, I will describe these consequences, dividing them into three categories. First, I will describe how microaggressions cause distress and demoralization. Second, I will show how they impair the ability of the recipient to pursue certain vital interests. Finally, I will discuss how they isolate the recipient and serve to polarize the greater community.

A. Distress and Demoralization

When I practiced law, most of the microaggressions I heard came from people who had little power to shape my destiny. I could safely ignore them and go about my business. For example, a court clerk who told me that I would have to move because my seat was reserved for lawyers could easily be corrected. When I entered teaching, however, many microaggressions came from colleagues, and how to handle them became a difficult question. Since tenure took a vote of the faculty, it was necessary to pay particular attention to comments that indicated a negative assessment; but I found that paying attention to these comments carried a high price. Taken seriously, microaggressions distress and demoralize, undermine self-confidence, and lead to a paralyzing form of alienation. There are two aspects of
microaggressions that amplify this effect. The first is resonance; the second is repetition.

1. Resonance

Microaggressions are not merely surface injuries. They resonate with deeply held understandings about our imperfections and limitations. Many of these understandings are linked to negative stereotypes; others are linked to painful aspects of gender or racial experience. For example, when Prof. X talked about “wiping out” half the human race, it resonated with my feelings of being an outsider. It also evoked the violence that sometimes accompanies gender conflict. Resonance can even convert a comment that is ostensibly favorable into one that feels demeaning to its subject. Take, for example, Senator Biden’s recent statement that Senator Obama is articulate. The word “articulate” is generally understood as a compliment. We use it to describe someone who does a particularly good job of explaining what we don’t understand. Nevertheless, there are a number of reasons why this “compliment” can be offensive to African-Americans.

First, there is a tendency for white people—myself included—to describe African-Americans as “articulate” when we mean to say, “The experience of your race is a mystery to me; and, despite this, you have managed to make a connection with me.” When the word is used in this way, it conveys not only a positive message—“you connected with me”—but also a negative one—“despite the fact that African-Americans are outsiders in my world.”

Second, the “compliment” resonates with negative stereotypes such as “poorly educated” and “poorly spoken.” In this context, the praise seems condescending; it seems to suggest that my prior expectations were entirely to the contrary.

Third, the statement may have painful reverberations as it stands in direct contrast to a time when white people used the criminal law to prevent African-Americans from becoming educated and literate.
2. Repetition

As any political strategist knows, the more a message is repeated, the more powerful it becomes. A remark can hurt when it is said only once; but when it is endlessly repeated by many different people, its truth becomes hard to resist. When Prof. X made his remark about gender differences, he did so against a steady chorus of comments that reflected ambivalent attitudes about women. Some of my colleagues seemed to agree with Prof. X, in his feeling that women are only human if they are just like men. Others seemed to feel that women were fundamentally different and that their stereotypical differences might make them ill-suited to an academic life. Still, others treated the women on the faculty as exceptional—we were women, but we shared many of the good male traits.

These varying viewpoints were expressed day in and day out in a variety of ways. For example, I would frequently be asked for a “woman’s perspective” on some particular issue. Or worse, a colleague would ask me to explain the reaction of a female student who had taken offense at a sexist comment, usually with the expectation that I would agree with him that she was oversensitive. This would leave me in the awkward position of defying his clearly communicated expectations, or undermining the female student by delegitimizing her “feminist” response.

When I was not cast as the spokeswomen, I was frequently treated as an honorary male. This designation was awkward for two reasons. First, it emphasized my outsider status by including me only on an “honorary” basis. Second, it impugned my femininity—something that made me feel like a freak to the rest of the world. For example, one of my male colleagues overheard a conversation between me and a female student about where to shop for clothes. He walked over and admonished her by saying, “She’s a professor; she isn’t a shopper.” Certainly, he was trying to be humorous, but, in fact, no woman likes to be told in public that she is no longer a woman.
Another repetitive problem was the response that conversations among female faculty prompted among our peers. When such conversations occurred, the inevitable question was, “What are you women plotting now?” A question that seemed to speak volumes about the anxiety that was created by our presence on the faculty and also reminded us of our perpetual “outsider” status.

I could offer many more examples, but the time has come to recognize the harm that microaggressions cause to women and people of color. There is an old saying about sticks and stones and words that never hurt, but these words are hurtful. Microaggressions have the systematic effect of devaluing and demoralizing members of the group who are defined as different. Furthermore, their frequency adds to the distress. It is one thing to laugh off a single comment; it is another to withstand a virtual onslaught of negative messages.

B. Inability to Pursue Vital Interests

The term “microaggression” was coined by Chester Pierce, the first African-American psychiatrist to join the faculty of the Harvard Medical School. He wrote an article on the subject soon after he finished a stint as an assistant coach to the Harvard football team.28 I believe that this timing is important. It suggests that microaggressions have strategic consequences. A football game is all about territory. Field position is everything. Teams gain field position by means of aggression. Sometimes, this takes the form of pushing someone out of the way. Other times, it is simply a matter of being there first. If we think about social relations in these terms, then it is not

28 Chester Pierce, Stress Analogs of Racism and Sexism: Terrorism, Torture, and Disaster, in MENTAL HEALTH, RACISM, AND SEXISM 277 (Charles V. Willie et al. eds., 1995). Pierce’s article emphasizes the extreme nature of the harm that microaggressions cause: “In and of itself a microagression may seem harmless, but the cumulative burden of a lifetime of microaggressions can theoretically contribute to diminished mortality, augmented morbidity, and flattened confidence.” Id. at 281.
hard to see why traditional forms of privilege dominate the field. First, those who are traditionally privileged are inevitably there first. Second, even when those who are not privileged have staked out their territory, microaggressions can be used to surreptitiously push them out of the way.

The football analogy will help us to understand why microaggressions are so important. When A tackles B, B falls to the ground and suffers a momentary injury. But that is, in some ways, the least important effect of the tackle. If B was carrying the ball, the tackle will define field position. If B was trying to sack the quarterback, the tackle may clear the way for a touchdown pass. Similarly, when Prof. A says something to or about Prof. B, it may have an effect on his or her standing in the community. For example, if Prof. A says “there are only a few women on this faculty and they are effectively marginalized,” it will have the effect of further marginalizing the women on the faculty. This may not be the speaker’s intention, but it will be the result.

Similarly, recall Prof. X’s comment about having to wipe out half the human race. At the time he said it, feminist jurisprudence had become an important topic of discussion. Some feminists claimed that gender differences resulted in different ethical structures;29 others saw legal norms as tools that defended male power from the claims of disempowered women.30 Put in its simplest form, feminist jurisprudence was based on two claims: 1) the law treats men and women differently by overlooking the legitimate needs of women; and 2) it is important to pay attention to this difference. When Prof. X indicated that his preferred way of dealing with difference was to “wipe out” those who were different, it suggested to me that doing feminist jurisprudence might be dangerous. Thus, Prof. X’s comment had a very concrete and practical effect: I lost something—I

29 See generally Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s Development (1982).
became conflicted about doing a form of scholarship that interested me, and he gained something—freedom from an unwanted discussion about the effect of gender differences on American law.

Another area where microaggressions have important practical consequences is student evaluations. There is a great deal of evidence—both scientific and anecdotal—that student evaluations are laden with microaggressive comments and that they exhibit a clear bias against women and people of color. Nevertheless, most schools accept these evaluations as an accurate indicator of a professor’s skill in the classroom. In doing so, most readers assume that they can look beyond the “occasional” racism and sexism that these reports convey. This assumption, however, needs scrutiny. Some comments are so blatant that they can be readily discerned and discounted, but many, if not most, microaggressions remain invisible to members of the dominant majority.

Finally, if one is skeptical about the strategic value of microaggressions, one should ask the political experts. Consider, for example, the effectiveness of the Willy Horton advertisement that appeared in the 1988 presidential race, the “call me” ad that was deployed against senatorial candidate Harold Ford or the “black rapist” ad that ran against Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick. Such examples make it plain that

31 See, e.g., Deborah J. Merritt, Bias, the Brain and Student Evaluations of Teaching, 82 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 235, 235 n.2 (articles discussing the effects of race and gender on teaching evaluations).

32 See generally id.

33 Once, when a faculty committee was investigating whether to make faculty evaluations public, there was a question as to what should be done about those evaluations that made overtly racist or sexist comments. It was suggested that the best way to deal with this problem was simply to excise the offending remark. This was a remedy that would only enhance the microaggression by allowing the student his say, but allowing him to say it on a supposedly race neutral basis. When I protested this arrangement, the argument was that it would save the faculty member from embarrassment. I was thus left to wonder why a sexist remark should be embarrassing to me rather than to the student who wrote it.

34 Harold Ford is an African-American who was running for the Senate from Tennessee. His opponent, a White man, ran an ad that featured a buxom blond with her hand to her
when we look at microaggressions as merely random bits of bad behavior, we are missing something important.

C. Polarization

Microaggressions look different depending upon whether the viewer identifies with the aggressor or the target class. When a microaggression

ear as if holding a phone, mouthing the words “Call me!” There was little point to the reference except to play on Southern fears that Black men will defile White women. The ad is available on YouTube. Harold Ford...Call Me, YouTube, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24rM3—Iv8. Deval Patrick is an African-American who ran for governor of Massachusetts. Kerry Healy was his white, female opponent. Here is an ad she ran:

The scene is set in a deserted parking garage. A woman is walking slowly to her car. You can hear her footsteps, and there is scary music playing in the background.

Woman’s voice:

Here’s a question: If a teacher at your kids school, or a friend or a coworker or if anyone you knew actually praised a convicted rapist, what would you think? Deval Patrick did. Here’s what he said about brutal rapist Ben Laguerre.

Deval Patrick’s voice:

“He is eloquent and he is thoughtful. There is no doubt about that.”

Woman’s Voice:

Here’s another question: Have you ever heard a woman compliment a rapist? Deval Patrick — he should be ashamed not governor

David Dahl, Healy Launches New LaGuer Ad, BOSTON.COM NEWS, Oct. 16, 2006, http://www.boston.com/news/politics/politicalintellige nce/2006/10/healy.launches.html. A naïve analysis of this would be that Kerry Healy is tough on crime and Deval Patrick is not. Healy gets to occupy the anti-crime space—a five yard pass. If, however, you add in the racial stereotype of the black rapist, the field looks different. Kerry-Healy gets to occupy the “safe and sane” space, while Deval Patrick represents terror and fear for women voters. If this ad had worked—which thankfully didn’t—the connection with a racial stereotype would have elongated a five yard pass to a touchdown. The video clip of the advertisement is available online. Lt. Gov. Kerry Healey (R-MA) “Garage” Campaign Ad, CSPAN, http://www.cspan.org/Events/Lt-Gov-Kerry-Healey-R-MA-quotGaragequot-Campaign-Ad/6060/ (last visited Oct. 28, 2013).
relates to race or gender, this difference in perception deepens a divide that already exists. Microaggressions have a cumulative effect. As there are more of them, and as targets become more aware of them, there will be a growing perceptual divide between the men and women of the community. The men are viewed by the women as meaner and more hostile; the women are viewed by the men as too sensitive and too quick to take offense.

Even if the women choose not to confront the microaggression, it still has a divisive effect. For example, when Prof. X made his comment about “wiping out” half the human race, I said nothing. The response of my lunch-mates was laughter. They probably did not agree with Prof. X. Remember that they saw Prof. X as a little bit ridiculous when it came to gender issues. However, had I confronted Prof. X, they would have felt that I lacked humor and perspective.

Later—much later—I recounted this incident to one of my senior, male colleagues. He was a sensitive man and a good listener, and he could see that, from my point of view, the comment would feel threatening. He pointed out, however, that at the time the comment was made, Prof. X was going through a particularly litigious divorce and that this, no doubt, had contributed to his hostility. No doubt this was true, and it was no doubt true that the laughing response of the men who heard Prof. X was an appropriate response to his comment. The trouble is that neither were responses that I could very well share, and, as time wore on, and the number of un-shareable moments accumulated, I came to feel that I did not belong to “their” community. This was painful to me and to others similarly targeted. It was also disruptive to the wider community. It was what none of us wanted, but equally something that none of us knew how to prevent. This

35 The idea that microaggressions had “little to do with me” was, in fact, a common theme. When I mentioned to another one of my colleagues that Prof. Y, whom I liked a lot, had seemed hostile to me recently, he speculated that this was because Prof. Y’s wife had recently had a baby and was suffering from post-partum depression. “It’s a situation,” he said, “that would make any man feel a need to avoid female companionship.”
is why it is so important for everyone to take microaggressions seriously. As individuals, we need to work at diminishing their number; and as communities, we need to find ways to mitigate their effects.

IV. HOW CAN WE AVOID MICROAGGRESSIONS?

It can be difficult to recognize microaggressions. First, if you are not part of the target class, they will not be apparent to you. We have seen that microaggressions often remain invisible to those who are not affected. In addition, there is no general rule that applies in all cases. Microaggressions need not mention race or gender. They may not even be negative in tone. “You have beautiful eyes,” written on a teaching evaluation, is microaggressive despite the fact that it is a positive appraisal of a characteristic that seems unrelated to the gender of the professor. Thus, avoiding microaggressions requires more than just keeping our feet out of our mouths; it requires us to think more deeply about our relations with people of different races and genders. In this connection, the following questions are worth considering.

A. Ask: How Would I Feel if Someone Said This to or About Me?

In most situations, this is a useful question. It guides our empathy and helps us to avoid unintentional insults. With microaggressions, however, the question will be practically useless unless the questioner works at supplying context. In the CLS discussion above, it would not have helped for a man to ask, “How would I feel if someone wrote, ‘Many but not all of the men in law school teaching seem unhappy and insecure.’” One can imagine that

36 It is microaggressive because the student is attempting to redefine the relationship between the parties in a way that diminishes the professional stature of the female professor. In effect, the student is trying to replace a teacher-student relationship—a relationship in which he is relatively powerless—for a male-female relationship—one in which he might expect to dominate. This is not only disrespectful to the teacher, but it also undermines the success of the teacher-student relationship. A student who is busy admiring your eyes is not a student who is getting very much out of the class that it is your job to teach.
most men would respond to such a statement by thinking, “What a stupid thing to say.” It seems stupid because the number of male law teachers is very large, and it is unlikely that any such personal characterization would apply to all of them. In fact, because men are a dominant group, we tend to individuate them and hesitate to make generalizations about them. There is no similar restraint when it comes to women. Therefore, for a white, male teacher—call him Prof. A—to get the microaggressive aspect, he has to reformulate the statement in this way: “Prof. A is one of a small group of people in law teaching who seem unhappy and insecure.” He will also have to assume that the statement defines the small group as one that has often suffered discrimination. For example, he may be from a poor family; he may be short; he may be Irish, Italian, or Greek; or he may not have gone to a top tier law school. Imagine then the comments: Men who come from poor families often don’t have the charisma required for law school teaching; Short men often have trouble commanding the classroom; Men who don’t go to a top tier law school often seem insecure in the classroom.

Comments about women and minorities must be considered in this light. It is not enough to ask whether you yourself would have been offended. The challenge is to recreate the situation as it might appear to the person who might have been harmed. To do this, you have to imagine the real vulnerability, the enhanced visibility, and the history of exclusion that define token participation in traditionally white and male communities.

B. Ask: Would You Say This to Someone Who Shared Your Race and Gender?

The problem with many microaggressions is that they represent things that would never be said to someone of the dominant race and gender. Recall, for example, the African-American law professor who was always summoned to do housekeeping chores. Similarly, we might consider the fact that men often assume that women are available for secretarial or
There are two problems with these kinds of microaggressions. First, they are demeaning. The African-American law professor was treated as a servant rather than an educator; women in general may be treated as assistants rather than as free agents in their own right. The second problem is that they interfere with the kind of effort that a professorial job requires. Whether I am preparing a class or writing an article, the task requires concentration and a sense of my own expertise. An interruption—particularly an interruption that is demeaning—interferes with both, and, if such interruptions are frequent, they seriously interfere with the completion of the task at hand.

Personal comments are another area where microaggressions are likely to occur. Every relationship has its own particular level of intimacy. With some people I am simply polite; with others I share personal experiences; and with others I struggle to be as authentic as I can. When one person has a higher status than another, the inevitable rule is that the person with higher status can dictate the level of intimacy. An extreme form of this is the sexual license that existed during slavery. Lesser forms of this license, however, are still plentiful. In most environments, the boss sets the terms of his relationship with an employee. Some bosses choose to be very personal; others treat underlings like robots. In either case, the level of intimacy will be calibrated to suit his needs rather than hers.

37 Here are two examples from my own experience. First, I have often watched someone—a student or a visitor—walk down a corridor of open office doors and then poke his head in mine to ask directions or the whereabouts of one of my colleagues. Second, in one work environment, I was often interrupted by requests for proper spelling and grammar by men who would not have dreamed of interrupting their male colleagues with similar requests.

38 It is difficult to complain about these things without sounding as though you think you are better than servants and secretaries. In an ideal world, I would not feel demeaned by the fact that someone mistook me for a secretary. However, in a hierarchical world, it is difficult to overlook the fact that such conduct is, in fact, a sign of disrespect.

39 As workplaces have become more informal, this is not universally true. Thus, some readers who have been bosses will say that this is not true. In fact, we can all think of notable exceptions. But in view of the fact that we most remember what is most
Many men invoke this privilege with women of the same professional stature. Such men will make personal comments to a woman that they would never make to a man with whom they share the same level of intimacy. For example, most men would not comment on the dress of another man unless they were reasonably good friends, but nevertheless feel free to make such comments to women colleagues that they barely know.

C. Treat Each Person as an Individual Rather than as a Member of a Racial or Gender Group

We all want to be treated as individuals, and most of us want to treat others with the same respect. This can be hard to achieve when we live in a society that is dominated by racial and gender stereotypes. In such a society, stereotypes distort our perception of the individual person. Equally, our perceptions are distorted when we simply ignore race and think of ourselves as color blind. Either way, we interact with a person who is one step removed from the way we think of ourselves—as a unique and uncategorized individual. This poses a difficulty that may seem as difficult as Odysseus’ problem with Scylla and Charybdis. How do we avoid the dehumanizing effect of stereotypes without seeming to ignore important aspects of an individual’s life story? Stereotypes construct our subconscious categories, and there is no return to the innocence of a pre-racial or pre-gendered state.

---

Nevertheless, there are ways to deal with the problem. Most stereotypes bespeak ignorance, and the way to cure ignorance is not mysterious. We do not do it by avoiding the subject; instead, we need to become more informed; we must educate ourselves about people’s differences. I am less likely to stereotype the people I know if I take some trouble to learn about the way their experience is different from mine.

For those of us who are white, this means learning more about the complicated history of racial relations. But it also means thinking about our whiteness and the ways in which it aids our progress in the world. We need to notice all the ways in which the world gives us benefits based on our whiteness. The irony is that it is only by becoming more informed about racial differences that we can hope to lessen them. It is only by becoming informed that we can look at someone who is different, acknowledge that she or he is different, and, at the same time, show that we care about what that difference means to the individual.

My own ignorance in these areas has been prodigious. I went to a girl’s high school and a woman’s college, and therefore was in my twenties before I had close male friends. I was equally ignorant about race—it was not until I was 35 that I had a good friend who was not white. I have managed to lessen this ignorance with the generous help of many friends. However, I have also been helped by an honest effort at self-education. There is an incredibly rich literature that describes the experience of race and gender from a variety of perspectives. There are novels, memoirs, statistics, and psychological and political studies. Learning about differences can change attitudes. While I may never know what it is like to

---

42 Just reading the stories in Presumed Incompetent of these wonderfully talented women of color enhances one’s sensitivity to the kind of remarks that cause problems. PRESUMED INCOMPETENT, supra note 1 (see also the bibliography at page 505).
suffer racial discrimination, I can certainly learn more about it, and the more I learn, the less likely I am to engage in it.

D. Take More Time; Be More Observant

Even if we lessen our ignorance, we are still prone to committing microaggressions. Sometimes they just seem to sneak up on us. For example, one day at the store, I had selected my purchases and was heading towards the cash register. I noticed that the person at the cash register was talking to a friend, and, since I was in a hurry, I resolved to interrupt them. Fortunately, I took a second look. This time I could see that the person at the counter was a customer and the store employee was waiting on her. In fact, I am embarrassed to say, the only reason that I assumed the conversation was social was because both women were African-American. This is an easy mistake to make. It was triggered not only by the unconscious operation of racial assumptions, but also by my exaggerated sense of being pressed for time and a strong sense of entitlement. This incident taught me that if I want to avoid such mistakes in the future, I had to both become aware of my own racial assumptions and live a slower, more thoughtful way of life.

V. CONCLUSION

Microaggressions are not just about misbehaving men and victimized women. We live in a society where it is difficult to escape the sharp elbows of difference, and this is an ongoing challenge for all of us. As a woman, I have often been harmed by microaggressions. But I am also white and, as a white person, am liable to the same kind of privileged obliviousness that I sometimes see in my male colleagues. All of us in academic life enjoy some forms of privilege. We are well-educated, well-compensated, and mostly well-treated. Our communities are in various stages of integration. These stages can be painful, but they can be joyful as well.
I worked for ten years at the University of Southern California. One day, I walked across campus with a group of African-American students. As we walked, they exchanged greetings with every Black person they saw, and suddenly the campus seemed alive with color. Prior to this, I had seen the campus with very limited vision. Given the university’s location and reputation, it had been easy to assume that the white people were the important players—the students and faculty who were at the center of university life. My eye responded to this assumption by centering my gaze upon the white people I encountered. As I came to this realization, I felt embarrassed by the racism it revealed. But I also felt impoverished by my own racism. I liked the campus I saw that day, and struggle now to see it wherever I go. Whether this will become easier or not is the question of our age. If we want it answered in the affirmative, then we all need to be concerned about microaggressions and their effect on community life.